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updating GB0-342-ENU training materials will let users reduce
the learning efficiency of even lags behind that of other
competitors, the consequence is that users and we don't want to
see the phenomenon of the worst, so in order to prevent the
occurrence of this kind of risk, the GB0-342-ENU practice test
materials give supervision and update the progress every day,
it emphasized the key selling point of the product.
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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your CTO is very worried about the security of your AWS
account. How best can you prevent hackers from completely
hijacking your account?
Please select:
A. Use short but complex password on the root account and any

administrators.
B. Don't write down or remember the root account password after
creating the AWS account.
C. Use AWS 1AM Geo-Lock and disallow anyone from logging in
except for in your city.
D. Use MFA on all users and accounts, especially on the root
account.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Multi-factor authentication can add one more layer of security
to your AWS account Even when you go to your Security
Credentials dashboard one of the items is to enable MFA on your
root account
Option A is invalid because you need to have a good password
policy Option B is invalid because there is no
1AM Geo-Lock Option D is invalid because this is not a
recommended practices For more information on MFA, please visit
the below URL
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id
credentials mfa.htmll
The correct answer is: Use MFA on all users and accounts,
especially on the root account.
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NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a deployment of Dynamics CRM 2015.
Your company hires five new employees. Each employee is given a
new client computer that runs Windows 8.1 and has Microsoft
Outlook 2013 installed.
You need to instruct the employees on how to install Microsoft
Dynamics CRM for Outlook as quickly as possible.
What should the employees do first?
A. Manage the COM add-ins.
B. Start the Add or remove programs applet.
C. Launch the Windows Store.
D. Connect to the Dynamics CRM web application.
Answer: B
Explanation:
To install and run the 64-bit version of CRM for Outlook, a
64-bit version of Microsoft Office is required.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Cisco IM and Presence service is responsible for logging
all IM traffic that passes through the IM and Presence server
to an external database for IM compliance?
A. Cisco XCP Connection Manager
B. Cisco XCP Message Archiver

C. Cisco Sync Agent
D. Cisco Presence Engine
E. Cisco Serviceability Reporter
Answer: B
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